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ALPS OutdoorZ Announces the Impact Vest for 2018
New Haven, Mo. – ALPS OutdoorZ is proud of its longstanding partnership with the National Wild Turkey Federation
(NWTF). Together, they have released a line of quality, dual-branded turkey hunting gear, including vests and pack
systems, furniture, gun cases and hunting blinds. They are expanding their line in 2018 to include the Impact Vest.
“We think customers are going to get excited about our newest turkey hunting vest,” says Zach Scheidegger, ALPS
OutdoorZ Product Manager. “The Impact Vest gives turkey hunters the mobility of a run-and-gun style setup, with
the comfort of a kickstand or metal-frame vest. It’s lightweight and easy to carry, and still offers a comfortable and
supportive seat. The Impact design gives hunters the best of both styles.”
The functional design of the NWTF Impact Vest gives hunters a versatile, lightweight, sit-anywhere hunting vest—
ready at the flip of a seat. The Impact Vest boasts numerous pockets for a variety of calls – a slate call pocket for two
slate calls and three strikers, a silent box call pocket, five shotgun shell loops and three diaphragm call pockets. A
removable front pocket features a shoulder strap for run-and-gun style hunts and the seat conveniently folds away
or completely detaches when not in use. The Impact Vest also includes a game bag on the back of the vest, which
features a pocket inside for decoy stakes. The soft, durable Brushed Tricot fabric reduces noise, and the popular camo
patterns blend seamlessly into its surroundings. The Impact Vest provides hunters with all the convenience of a metalframe vest while remaining lightweight and versatile.
The NWTF is a non-profit organization dedicated to the conservation of wild turkey and the preservation of turkey
hunting for future generations. To learn more about the NWTF please visit www.nwtf.org.
ALPS OutdoorZ, an ALPS Brands Company
Beginning in 1993 with the establishment of ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS Brands is a continuously growing and
expanding group of companies dedicated to developing and manufacturing high quality, performance-driven outdoor
products. Currently making up the ALPS Brands family of companies are ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS OutdoorZ, Delta
Waterfowl Gear, Browning Camping and Cedar Ridge.
Using the experience and knowledge gained from manufacturing high quality camping and backpacking gear under
ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS Brands established ALPS OutdoorZ in 2007 with the mission of developing affordable,
performance-driven hunting gear. Ten years after releasing their first group of hunting products, ALPS OutdoorZ has
grown to offer packs, furniture, gun cases, sleeping bags and ground blinds. Brought together by a shared passion
for wildlife and conservation, ALPS OutdoorZ is a proud sponsor and licensee of Delta Waterfowl, RMEF and NWTF
products. ALPS OutdoorZ items are sold and distributed in the best camping, backpacking and outdoor dealers
throughout the entire US and Canada. For more information, please visit www.alpsoutdoorz.com.
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